7970 siasponge soft

For wet sanding in hard-to-reach areas

7970 siasponge soft helps you make light work of jobs such as keying, fine sanding, scuffing and preparation for polishing. This highly flexible pad is very adaptable to contours, curves and profiles — and thus ensures a high-quality, even finish.

Advantages

• May be used wet or dry
• Colour coded for easy identification
• Low clogging thanks to 3D properties imparted by foam, binder system and grit
• For hard-to-reach areas and round profiles
• Regular scratch depth due to consistent grinding performance
• No risk of sanding through thanks to pressure-equalising foam

Applications

• Keying of wood and plastics
• Keying of conventional old and new varnishes, primer filler and paints
• Fine sanding of primer filler in hard-to-reach areas
• Scuffing of lacquers
• Flattening of primer filler
• Intermediate sanding of varnishes

Product profile

Grit type: Aluminium oxide
Back: Foam (open structure)
Coating: Mechanical
Bond: Elastic binder
Coating: 1-page

Properties

The following properties refer to the materials used in the main application:

Cut: low — very high
Lifetime: short — very long
Finish: medium — very good
Flexibility: very rigid — highly flexible

Materials

Colour; Primer filler; Primer coat; Plastics; Old lacquer; Composite

Application